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Students againstMaine Yankee
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by Joe Ledo
Staff Writer
Despite the fact polls indicate
opponents of Maine Yankee will lose in
their bid to shut the nuclear power
plant down in five years, a mock vote
on campus yesterday showed students
in favor of a shutdown by nearly a 2-1
margin.
The 28-16 vote was held after about
50 freshman witnessed a debate on
nuclear power. Speaking for the
continued use of Maine Yankee was
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Richard Hilt, who said Maine can't
afford to give up one third of its energy
supply.
•
Ray Shadis, speaking against
keeping Maine Yankee open, said
Maine can't afford the ongoing risk of
an accident at the plant. Shadis led last

the daily
vol.91 no.35

efforts to shut down Maine Yankee in
1980, but the referendum was
defeated. Although he is still opposedl
to Maine Yankee, he is not on the
Referendum
Nuclear
Maine
Committee which put the question on
next Tuesday's ballot.
Hill said voters don't have any good
energy options. He said Maine's energy
needs are met through oil, hydro power
and nuclear power, each accounting
for roughly a third. He said if Maine
loses its nuclear power, then it will be
forced to use more fossil fuels such as
coal and oil.
"Coal is a more hostile fuel to the
environment than uranium," Hill said.
He said burning more coal would
increase the level of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere and is more dangerous
than storing nuclear waste.

The burning of coal has been blamed
as the cause of acid rain.
"There's no free lunch in this
business," he said.
But Shadis continually stressed the
risks of a meltdown at the plant and
suggested that conservation measures
could make up for the loss of Maine
_
Yankee.
He said that although there's only
been a slight increase in Maine's
population ana there has been little
expansion
here,
industry
of
consumption of energy has been
rising sharply. He said it shows there is
a lot of waste.
He also said that a shutdown of
Maine Yankee will not mean business
failures. He said a study showed that
the average energy costs in Maine
products is about one percent of the

me

am

total costs.
"Now you don't pack up a factory
over that amount of cost," he said.
"Despite what you may have heard
about me, I'm not an anti-nuclear
person. I just think it went on the
market too soon and the money boys
moved in on it. The retearch being
done on nuclear power is done to make
it more profitable instead of on how to
make it safer," he said.
Hill said the U.S. gets 80 percent of
its oil from the middle east.
Hill said he doesn't agree with some
proponents of nuclear power who say
nuclear waste is just a political problem
and not a technical one. "A lot of
work has to be done and the possibility
of a catastrophic accident can not be
lightly dismissed."
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EX-NFL STAR speaks on motivation
by Mike Harman
Staff Writer

Former National League Football
star Rocky Bleier gave an hour-long
lecture on the motivations and drives
possessed by successful people.
Speaking before a crowd of 400
people in UMO's Memorial Gym
Thurs. night, Bleier said "Life is full
of 'if onlys', excuses, and reflections." He said on the plane ride home
after his last game, he was feeling a
loss of purpose, when he was
reminded of a Bill Cosby movie he
once saw:
"In the movie there were three
types of people. Yesterday people,
today people, and tomorrow people.
The yesterday people are concerned
with what might have been, the today
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people are concerned with what will
be. Tomorrow people give us hope,"
Bleier said.
Bleier graduated from Notre Dame
in 1966, after an impressive college
career that saw him named captain of
Notre Dame's football team his senior
year.
Prior to the 1967 pro football draft
Bleier got a letter telling him to be by
his phone on the day of the draft.
"Nobody called- I waited 10-12-2-4-6
o'clock. I said 'Heck, maybe the
phones are busy, or they don't have a
dime.' Two days went by and Bleier
decided to go put and party "to make
up for lost time." After I got back that
night I saw on the TV news that I has
been drafted #16 by the Pittsburgh
Steelers."
I was psyched in 1967," Bleier said.
"I was going to be somebody. I was
going to be a running back for the

Pittsburgh Steelers."
Bleier said the transition in attitudes from Notre Dame to Pittsburgh
required hard adjustments on his part.
He said Notre Dame was highly
successful, the Steelers were confident in their abilities, while doing
miserable and had "losers" attitudes.
"They had a 'we don't give a damn
attitude'," he said.
"They were
ingrained in failure.
They didn't
realize defeat by itself is not bad if you
learn by deafeat."
With three games left in his rookie
year, Bleier received his draft notice
and soon found himself for _ South
Vietnam. "I was there 31
/
2 months,"
he said. "On the morning of Aug. 20,
1969, it was hot and humid. We went
out at 8 A.M. I was the 8th man in
line. Suddenl the point man yelled
'gook, gook, gook', and a machine gun
opened up on us. I was hit in the left

Rocky Bleier (Bill Snow photo)
leg. A medic and I crawled through
the jungle to our compound- our entire
platoon crawled back. There was a
fight going on. A grenade hit the
lieutenant in the back, bounced off,
and rolled toward me. I jumped up,
tried to run, and it exploded and blew
my right foot and knee apart."
(See "Skier," page 2)

Heavy volumeNofapplicants cause GSL delays
by Liz Cash
Staff Writer
Delays in processing Guaranteed
Student Loan applications are due
largely to problems in volume. according .to the Office of Finacial Aid.
Jim White, associate director of
finacial aid, said that many students
turn in their GSL applications late,
during July and August. These
months ,ocak processing periods at the
finacial aid office and at the guarantee
agency and banks. White said it was
not unusual for the finacial aid office
to receive up to 100 applications a day
during these peaks. The deadline for
GSL applications is 40 days before the
___
end of the semester.
"You ought to be aware that if it
takes six to eight weeks to process a
loan, that isn't a delay. That's rolling
pretty fast, in terms of where it's got

-

_

to go, who's got to see it, before the
student finally gets the check," White
said. "If you're talking about anything
longer than eight to ten weekS,Nthen
that might be called a delay. That
occurs during those peaks, because'
there's so many (loan applications) to
do." White estimated that $12 million
worth of GSLs have been allocated to
at least six thousand UMO students
this academic year.
Georges Berube, assistant director
of budget and fiscal services, said that
as long as the student had notified the
pusiness. Office prior to Sept. 1 that
his loan would be late, his piyment
was deferred. After Sept.1 a $25 late
fine was charged, but the student
should still inform the Business Office"
of his situation.
The federal government has set new
guidelines to determine eligibility for
GSLs, including a needs tests for
students' whose parents' income

exceeds $30,000. White said, "The
new legislation has had some effect,
but it is not a significant contributor to
that long processing time. Once the
loan application is out of this office,
the impact of the legislation is done."
he state of Maine basically said
to this. office 'and to other banks,
'Look, we know it's going to take a
long time for the federal government
to establish new guidelines. It looks
like the guidelines are going to be this,
go under that assumption.'
"We were processing loans in June,
and we had pretty much gotten caught
up to where we'd normally be in the
academic year when the roof fell in on
us. The volume of loans started. I can
honestly say that the impact of t
new regulations on the GSL processing was less significant than the
volume of loan activity that we had at
any particular timé he said.

White said some very early applications were held back by the finacial
aid office in order to be eligible for
direct student aid from the university,
including grants, scholarships, work
study and lower-interest loans.
(see "Loans," page 2)
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Activist to speak on Nuclear war

by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer

Government committee, and 'will be
the keynote address for the conference
on Nuclear War being held at UMO
this weekend.

Father Daniel Berrigan peace activist and author of "Night Flight to
Hanoi", will speak on "Nuclear Arms:
Countdown of Conscience" Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in Lengyl Gymnasium.
Berrigan's speech is sponsored by
the Guest Lecture Series, a Student

A prominent anti-war activist of the
1960s, Berrigan helped found the
Catholic Peace Fellowship and the
interdenominational Clergy and Laity
edhcerned.

Student loans

(continued from page 1)

"We like to make our offer to a
summer who deal with loan processstudent before we approve a loan,
ing. "The amount of time which we
because if we approve the loan first,
can respond to a loan is proportional to
then we have to consider that as
the amount of people we can put on
a
resource to the student. That held up
the project," White said. He added
some loans in May and June," White
that the peak periods of loan processsaid. "Those students probably
ing
had
are also peak periods for
their money when school began,
processing Pell Grants and transacor
shortly thereafter."
tions with the business office.
Other causes of the lite checks are
' White's advice to avoid the GSL
incomplete applications and mandelay next year: thoroughly check yourpower shortages. There is only
Finacial Aid'Form for accuracy and
one
full-time worker who processes
submit it before the cutoff date in
the
loans, along with other staff memb
ers
March _or retain your and/or your
Who have seperate responsibilities • parents' income
tax returns; and
who are pulled in to work on the
loan
submit your GSL application in May or
processing. There are also as many
June for the upcoming academic year.
as
three student workers during
the

Bleier
(continued from page 1)
Bleier said the lowest days of his life
were spent in the military hospital in
Tokyo. "I was trying to make some
sense of it. I couldn't handle not
knowing where my life was going," he
said.
Bleier said the turning point in
his
attitude came when he read a book
on
Franklin Roosevelt given to his in
the

hospital by a Red Cross nurse. In the
book. FDR tells Eleanor "I'm not
afraid to try, I'm afraid to fail."
Eleanor told him "Then don't." FDR
said "Don't try?" Eleanor said "NO,
don't fail." Bleier said "I felt if FDR
could get out of that bed, so could I.
Bleier said there was a track outside
the hospital in San Francisco where he
was transferred to and one day when
he was feeling better he tried running
some laps. After 2 laps he collapsed

Culla

Berrigan traveled to Hanoi, North
Vjetnam in February 1968 to help.
obtain the release of three captured
American airmen. While in Hanoi, he
kept a diary of his experiences and
published them, along with 11 of his
poems about the trip, in his book,
"Night Flight to Hanoi".
In the spring of 1968, Berrigan,
along with his brother Phillip and
seven other Roman Catholics, was
arrested when the group took Selecive Service Files from a Catonsville.
Md. draft board and burned them with
napalm.
"I burned some paper because I
was trying to say that the burning
of children was unhuman and unbearable, and...a cry is the. Only response," Berrigan said.
Berrigan was sentenced to three
years in prison, but he went underground before beginning his sentence.
He was captured after four months
and served half his sentence before
being 'paroled.
-Berrigan no*—d-evotes- himself- to a
ministry of peace advocacy and
struggle against the nuclear arms
race. Fie also spends time at St. Rose'
s
on the ground, exhausted, in pain and
in tears. "Right then I didn't know if I
had what it takes," he said. "but
lying there I got thinking about the
games I had played as a child,. in high
school, the college, and professionally. We all have success in our life.
That was mine. and I wanted to get
back to it.
"We all have successess. Think
back to them when your dark and
depressed. Jf you did it once you can

by Bob Danielson
Staff Writer

Father Da el Berrigan
Home, a hospice for the destitute
dying of cancer. He is now appealing a
conviction for his participation in the
Ploughshare Eight action at the
General Electric nuclear weapons
assembly plant in King of Prussia,
Pa..
Howard Schonberger, co-chairperson of the Guest Lecture Series
committee, said, "I think Berrigan
should offer one of the most important
statements on nuclear war heard in
this area."

do it again. It's the little successes
that add up into the big ones." Bleier
said.
Beier said Pittsburgh coach Chuck
Knoll had a great influence on the
morale of his teams. "He told us 'It's
not my job to motivate you people, buf
to guide motivated people. We're
going to be champions and I'm going
to do it with you people. You've seen
the lows, now let's enjoy some of the
success.'"
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Cutlerstaffenjoys working with students
by Bob Danielson
Staff Writer
Physicians at the Cutler Health
Center like working with young
people, quality of health care
they
provide for them is excellent, said' Dr.
George Wood, director of the health
center.
Each of the five physicians at the
center earn between $25,000 and
S35,000 annually, depending on their
experience
and
qualifications,
estimated Wood. Physicians in private
practice would earn twice as much, he
said.
But lower earnings do not mean
that the health care provided is lower
quality. All of the physicians have their
doctorate in medicine and have met
requirements set by the Maine Board
of Registration in Medicine.
Also, all of the five staff doctors
have worked,in private practice at one
time, including W9od who practiced
privately for 25 years.before coming to
UMO.
Wood tries to promote a healthy
lifestyle for young people at Cutler to
avoid problems in later life. "There
are rewards in health education and
preventive medicine," he said. "I
may never see the results, but maybe
this is where the emphasis in medicine
should be.
"The first question we ask
applicants is if they enjoy working with
students. If they say yes, we will
consider their qualifications further,"
he said.
In the past two years, the search
committee of students, staff and
administrators who select physicians
Yr-PC 7,fl

have had 25 or 30 well-qualified
applicants for each opening,Wood
said.
Competition for jobs helps insure
good health care, but Wood cited other
means to achieve competency.
"A student is never in any risk. If
we need outside expertise, • we get it.
We never get in over our heads. There
is too much talent at Eastern Maine
Medical Center for that. We realize we
have our limitations." Wood said.
Also, education is stressed. "Every
member of the staff is expected to take
part in post-graduate education," he
said.
As part of this, staff meets twice a
week to hear lectures and discuss
problems.
•-•
The Student Health Advisory
Committee is one more way to check
Cutler Health Center(Snow photo).
the competency of the health center.
physician's assistant, Susan Vincent.
fortunate to have prompt access to
Betsy Allin, assodate_ _director for
In--addition,
'there
—
quality
medical care.
nursing services and education, and an
pharmacists, a midwife in family...
The physicians and other staff
adviser to the committee, said that it
planning, lab technicians and nurses.
members are well-qualified, he said,
serves an important function.
Dr. Robert Kellogg, who through his
and
"through my years of contact with
"It is a sounding board for new
private practice in Bangor is familiar
the center, I have nothing but good
programs and proposed changes in
with the health center, said students are
comments about it."
such things as student health fees."
The 12 students on the committee
keep a suggestion box in the health
center and channel input from the
students to the staff.
HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB: 5-mile FILM. "The Flaming Sky" Free
Allin said that some years the
roadrace. Saturday, 9 a.m. Entry fee
Plantanum. Monday 4, 7
committee is more active than in other
$3.00 pre-registration today at club p.m.
years, and this year it is rebuilding.
during hours and today, union 8 INFORMAL Q & A SESSION: Maine
Students interested in working on it
a.m.-5 p.m. Registration Saturday, Milk Referendum. Walt Whitcomb,
should contact her.
Oxford
Lobby
8-8:45
p.m. Dr. Homer Metzger, Hebert Leonard,
The core of the health center is the
Proceeds to Ronald McDonald house. guest speakers.
Peabody Lounge,
staff of 37 full and part-time workers.
Bangor.
Union Saturday, 7 p.m.
Aside from Wood and Graves, there
are three physicians, Dr. John
Archambault, Dr. Mark Kandutsch
and Dr. Michael Sargeant, and a
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The Native Eye

Time bomb
Before going to the polls next Tuesday, Maine
voters should take a closer look beneath the tax
indexing question they will find a bomb.
Question one on the ballot, probably the most
pleasant sounding and least understood of the three
referendum questions, asks voters to accept or refect
a proposal to eliminate tax rate increase on Maine's
personal income taxes which are caused by inflation.
Charles Cragin, the republican candidate for the
Maine governorship, is the leading advocate of the
proposal. If accepted, thebill would adjust the
standard deductions, personal exemptions and tax
brackets to one-half the increase in the Consumer
Price Index up to a maximum of 7 percent per year.
Cragin claims the state has been "embezzling"
money from its residents and that tax indexing would
look out for Mainers' interests. This sounds very
appetizing on the surface, especially in hard times
like these. The voters may just bite and swallow that
campaign bait. -----_---.---Proponents claim indexing would adjust taxes by
50 percent of the inflation rate up through single
incomes of $15,000 and double incomes of $30,000.
The other half of state-accumulated income tax
revenue would still be available to the state's general

STEVEN GUTHRIE
fund.
But indexing still creates a decreased amount of
revenue for Maine. If accepted, indexing would be
retroactive to 1981, which would mean a $12 million
decrease in income taxes due in 1982. This means $32
million in lost revenue to the state.
Taxpayers are not the only ones hurt by inflation.
State government is also affected. With rising costs,
and decreasing federal aid, states require more
revenue. The taxpayer ends up paying this, whether it
be in the form of income tax, property tax, sales tax,
or licensing. If taxes are decreased in one area, they
must be raised in another.
Yes, we do need to support the people of Maine.
'But we don't need to cut some of the programs which
are vital tosMainers—some of the programs which are
vital to Mainers—some of the programs for the
elderly, for example. These would unavoidably be
cut, partially or entirely, if indexing passes.
When you go to the polls next Tuesday, be
prepared. Know what you're voting on when you
check the box next to the tax indexing question. And
make sure you check the "no" box.
K.M.

The students'choice
On election day we will be given a choice. We can
either vote to "stay the course," a course that is
leading us to disaster, or we can elect to change the
course.
In what may turn out to be a referendum on
Reagan policies, voters are being asked to choose
between Republican David Emery, a Reagan
supporter, and Democratic Senator George Mitchell.
There are four major issues that confront students
in these times. They are the escalating and
dangerous arms race, rampant unemployment,
student aid and the return of the draft.
When Emery tells us he doesn't mind being called a
Reagan candidate, we should take a good look at
where the Reagan administration stands on these
issues.
Nuclear arms. Emery supports the
administration's proposals for a massive arms
buildup. Emery was the only New England member
of Congress to vote against the freeze, totally
ignoring the wishes of the majority of the people in
Maine
Mitchell voted for the freeze.

Reaganomics. Emery supports these "voodoo
economics" despite the obvious results of high
unemployment and record deficits.
Mitchell now opposes Reaganomics.
Student aid. The Reagan administration is no
friend of students, especially if your parent aren't
wealthy. If Reagan continues to have a complacent
Congress, expect even more attacks upon higher
education.
And finally, the possibility of the return of the
draft. There's a good chance that Congress may soon
take up the issue of the draft. Look for the Reagan
administration to support the draft and then hope
that there are enough members of Congress to
oppose it.
Mitchell says he's against it. How do you think
Emery would vote?
Mitchell is far from perfect, but he's a much better
choice for both students and the people of Maine.
He'll certainly better represent our interests.
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The good life
at the Big 0
The only way to afford it is to
grow your own.
That's the theory behind one
of the latest behavioral study
experiments
just
getting,
underway at one of the recess,
laboratories of our own Belittle
Hall.
It is the idea of a senior psycho
major, Jack N. Off, to create a
new social class that one day will
restore "the good life!' at the Big
0.
"How would you go about
bringing back the old spirit of the
University of Maine?" The
student queried this writer as the
interview
began
yesterday
morning. "Well my answer is to
start a sperm bank.
"This is going to be for social
misfits, illegal substance abusers,
those to the left, and for girls
who wear granny dresses and
don't shave their legs," the
conniving five-year senior
continued.
"We'll be running ads in the
campus paper pretty soon to lure
possible donors," he stated.
"Jack, this is a most noble
experiment. What kind of
response do you expect?"
asked.
"Great. There arestill a bunch
of us left from the old guard," he
said with enthusiasm.
"I don't see any trouble
finding enough donors to make
the sperm bank work. Donors
will have to confess to
committing at least 10 of the 20
vices listed on an application."
"Just who will be typical
donors?" I asked.
"Well, I'll be looking for
veterans, you know the ones
who've been here on the fiveyear plan. No four-year 4.0's;
No goof balls, like the ones who
think the library is for studying.
"We're going to need former
Cabineers, Barstans' happy hour
veterans and former residents of
Hannibal, you know-when it was
wild and crazy. We need
students who've smoked pot on
the steps outside the Union and
those who've passed EC 10 by
paying someone to
take the
prelims.
"And we'll need drug addicts
and alcoholics, and anyone who
can remember the words to Rudy
Valle's song.
"My aim is to get this campus
back on its feet. Students don't
give a damn about what goes on.
There aren't peace marches, food
strikes, or panty raids around
here anymore. They raise tuition
and give it to the chancellor.
They take the beer out of the
Rudy's stein, and nobody
complains.
"Give me 20 years or so and
I'll have this campus going nuts
again. The new breed will be here
before David Smith gets to write
arkitheihistory of the school."

BIW mea
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University about the impacts
cutbacks in support services
for those facing many
and causes of the shifts of
In
working
l
i:h
st, obstacles including sex and age
monies from human services_
homemakers who have
discrimination and lack of
to the
military. Such
their source of economic
recent paid work experience.
educational efforts
are
support through widowhood,
essential if we are to begin a
Over „100 centers serving
divorce,
separation
or
displaced toolmakers have
dialogue about alternatives to
disability of spouse, I have
been closed in the last year
depriving the neediest in our
seen the federal budget cuts
due to federal -att-backs.
society of the means to
undermine the efforts of these
Further slashes in Medicaid,
become self-sufficient while
displaced homemakers to find
Medicare, food stamps,
providing profits to arms
employment and training in
housing, legal services, elderly
manufacturers.
order to become selfnutrition programs, and
' MPAC is the only group in
sufficient. Massive transfers
energy assistance will be
the University which provides
of funds from human services
particularly harsh for older
such information and analysis
to the military build-up and
women. Additional cuts in
of one of the most serious and
child care, school lunches and
devastating changes taking
Aid to Dependent Children
place in our country, along
will
make it even more -with alternative views of -the
—BIW business. Many small
difficult.for single motbers to --threat of nuclear war, the
businesses (that you are
dangers of U.S. involvement
seek decently paid work.
,concerned
about,
Mr.
in El Salvador and other issues
While support services for
Hunnewell), e.g. trucking
the poor are being cut by 44
of war and peace.
companies, who are able to
percent, the military budget is
A group working for peace
remain in business in these
being increased by 20 percent
and discussing alternative
times of inflation and cost
views is particularly needed at
to build up an arsenal already
overruns provide jobs also.
three times larges than at the
a University. I hope the
Expanded BIW business will
height of the Vietnam War. Student Senate will rise above
allow these small businesses to
And .contrary to popular
being threatened by the
continue operating and allow
stereotypes, military spending
presentation of a diversity of
for expansion. Thus, BIW's
results in a loss of jobs. The views which might challenge
expansion effects not only its
Employment Research
their
own,
and
will
own job opportunities but the
Associates
of—Lansing, wholeheartedly support the
small
business
job
Michigan concluded that there ' funding for MPAC so that
oppertunities as well.
were nearly 1.9 million fewer
dialogue about issues of war
BIW's expansion does mean
jobs
and peace and social justice
for
women
in
jobs for Maine, not just for
will continue.
manufacturing service
Portland and not just for
industries and state and local
BIW.
governments because of
Ilze Petersons
Jennifer Wyman
military budget expenditures.
Project
Coordinator
101 Cumberland Hall
The Maine Peace Action
Committee has been working
Bangor Displaced Homefor the past two years to
makers
BCC
educate the community and
lashing rope, and numb
fingers-without your company
it wouldn't have been
To the Editor:
Committee, is once again
bearable.
being required to justify its
See you all soon! Gratefully,
The
Student
Senate request for funds.
disperses funds for many
Although we are not
different organizations, who members of MPAC, we
Maryalice Crofton
in turn provide worthwhile heartily endorse its request for
activities for UMO students. financial support. Over the
Executive Director
One of those groups, the past several years, it has
Maine
Peace
Action brought outstanding speakers,
films, plays, and musicians to
our campus, stimulating us to
consider important issues of
war and peace.
military aid to El Salvador.
Student Senate. If you do not
Surely these issues are
Write to your Congresspeople
know who your senator is,
important to our university,
and urge them to vote for this
call the Student Govenmefit
our nation, our world. We
bill. Get others you know to
office at 581-7801 to find out.
commend.
the Student Senate
write as well." 4) The
for its past and future support
distribution of leaflets having
of the Maine Peace Action
Shane Martin
the topic, "Call a halt to the
Committee.
Off-campu
s Senator
Arms Race".
William J. Baker
If you believe MPAC
Ledge Hill Rd.,
Professor
of History
should not be funded, contact
Orono
Christina L. Baker
your representatives in the
Assistant Professor of English

1

BIW means jobs for all of Maine
To the editor;
In Steve Hunnewell's letter
of October, 20, while
attacking Gov. Brennen's
stance on the Maine Milk
commission, he says, "Gov.
Brennen means jobs for
Maine. From what he's
accomplished so far--Bath
Iron Works expansion into
Portland, a new fish pier for
Portland, ect.--he means jobs
for Portland." As far as the
fish pier is concerned,
perhaps, but BIW's reach goes
far beyond the Portland
expansion. The dry dock has
not even left Boston, Mass.
Most of those jobs are not
even in Portland; they are in
Bath, Brunswick, and, yes,
Portland. There are also many

short term (six week, high
paying) jobs for Maine
workers in Boston.
Did you know that some
people commute two hours a
day in one direction to work
at BIW? That a lot of people
in the Lewiston/Auburn area
work at BIW; that there are
some people that commute
from Bangor? People from all
over the state, not
just
Portland or even Bath, work
for BIW. People work where
the jobs are, so if they arc in
Portland or even Bath, work
for BIW. People work where
the jobs are, so if they are in
Portland, not just Portland
benefits.
I will not even mention the
jobs that are made in wake of

A special thanks for your help
To the editor:
Although the organizational
fair was over weeks ago, I
have yet to thank the students
who
put together
the
Downcast Rig Brothers/Big
Sisters booth. As volunteers
and Big Brothers/Big` Sisters
these folks deserve special

recognition.
Alvin
Lamarre, Dean
Lindstrom and Bob Klose
planned the booth. Judy
Morin, Claudia Kuhnlein, Tim
Farmer, and Tim Wycoff
joined the planners as staff
that
gloomy
Saturday
morning. My thanks to each
of them. Wet leaves, tarp,

MPAC funding under fire

MPAC legislative intentions have been questionable
To the editor;
On Tuesday November 2nd
the UMO General Student
Senate will consider the issue
of whether or not to fund the
Maine
Peace
Action
Committee (MPAC). MPAC
says that its activities are of a
completely "educational"
nature. I contend that MPAC
has used student activity fee
moneys allocated to them by
the Student Senate in attempts
to influence the opinion of
students and community
members regarding legislative
issues.
Article VI, Part 3, Section 2
of the Student Government
constitution states, "Nod,
substantial part of the
Student
activities
of
Government shall be the
carrying on of propaganda, or
otherwise attempting to
influence legislation."
The instances of this

attempted influencing include
I) The rally for nuclear
disarmament held last spring
2)The advocation of opposing
'to !`inilitarism" as stated in
the MPAC Statement of
--Purpose 3) A flyer regarding
El Salvador that stated,
"Representative Gerry Studds
(D-Mass) has intoduced a bill
(H.R. 1509) to suspend all
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Sports
Northeastern last home foe for Bears

Coach Ron Rog
etercises Thursday

6'

A

win Sai

cont. from pg. 6

The seniors: Hugh Campbell, Jim Parady, Peter
Smith, Mike Jenoski, Lorenzo fouler, Louis
Ortiz, Barry Buckley, captain Steve Keating
by Paul Tukey
Staff Writer
The seniors suiting up for their
last home football game against
Northeastern Saturday had suffered
through three seasons of adversity with
only nine wins in 33 games from 197981.
But the 1982 season brought new
enthusiasm and confidence. The
seniors and the rest of the Black Bears
came into their own and only three
game-ending scores by the opposition

Benoit, who was
Eastern schools i
averaging 131 yard
the man the Maine
Saturday.
"He may get
Rogerson said, "
thing is to make hir
The Maine def
good form to sto
attack. With defi
Venchanos, and D
from ankle jnju
coming off its best

STANDING John Chisholm, Craig Reynolds,
Dean Ramsdell, Bob'Lucy, Ted Venachanos, Ray
Sullivan, Tom EllisoN_E;pd_Lonardo and Matt
Downey (Hall photo)

have kept coach Ron Rogerson's
squad from eight victories instead of
five.
Boston University, with a 3-1 record
in the Yankee Conference, can clinch
the championship with a win Saturday
at Connicticut. But if UConn prevails,
anything can happen, and Maine
would still be in the race.
Northeastern has nothing to do with
the YanCon, so this week the Bears can
take pride in their number five ranking

WE HAVE
YOUR NEXT
PAIR OF SIM
TRAK "TRAVELER"SK1

in Division 1-AA in the East and look
for a win against the Huskies--which
would give the Bears their fourth win
in a row and a winning seasonuncommon entities on the Maine
Football scene.
However, a win Saturday may not be
very easy. The Huskies own a 2-4
record. But like Maine, their record is
deceptive. Overall Northeastern has
outscored their opponents this season
and their four losses have been by
seven points or less.
Northeastern's defense is fourth
ranked national)), against the pass and
their offense, sparked by a freshman
savior, has been moving the ball well
lately.

Vo
to
Gannett Hall's record-breaking kicker
Jack Leone(Snow photo).
Gary Benoit saw his first varsity
action in the second half of NU's third
game and gained 124 yards. The
5-11, 185 pound halfback then set a
school record of 201 yards against
American International College in his
first varsity start and he has been in the
lineup ever since. cont. on pg. 7

by Don Lewis
Staff Writer
Have you
watching a lot c
ball back and fol
10 non-stop hot
your chance.
The volleyba
holding a volleyt
Sunday, Haltom
7:30 AM to 5:30
Memorial Gym.
much more

Frank

X. X

Do Your Own Auto Repairs
We supply the equipment you supply
the labor.

No Wax Fish Scale ease
IN
TRAK "TRAVEUR"
SKI
$90.00
ADIDAS/DACHSTEIN
LEATHER BOOT 4433
SW1X FIBERGLASS
POLES
10.95
ROTTIFELLA
ALUMINUM
BINDING
9.95

Tools — Torches
Welder Available
HelpAvailable
Free Advice.
Rent-A-Lift or a Heated Bay
Brakes—Transmission—Engine Changes
Tire Machine and Balance
Directway Services 1216 Hammond St.
tel. 942-2782

Limited Quantities
While Supplies Last

995*

NO

Entertc
X -'c-

1 Scott Foist

2-3-4 Broth(
5-6 King B's

7-8 Bright Bt
9-10-11 Paul
12-13 Randy

4

* All Our Packages Include:
1. FREE Mounting
2. FREE Base Preparation
3. FREE Coupon Worth 10% Off All Ski Accessories and Waxes

14-15 Andrea

16 Phil Reyno

ADIDAS— ATOMIC— EPOKE— KARHU —TRAK

17-18 Glyder
19-20 Rollins

IGCLIDS8\11111111-IN

21-22 One La:

23-24 Lindsay

Sporting Goods

25-26-27 Dr.

Hogan Rd.

28-29-30 Pete

Bangor 947-1168
Mon.-Thur.
Fri.
Sat.

10-13
f0.9
10-6

•••

SKI PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE
AT • OLD TOWN • PRESQUE ISLE
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SEASONPASS
Coach Ron Rogerson looks on as Steve Keating leads the
team in stretching
etercises Thursday.(Snow photo)

(Last chance)

A win Saturday means a winning season
cont from pg.6
Benoit, who was recruited by several
Eastern schools including Maine, is
averaging 131 yards a game and will be
the man the Maine defense will key on
Saturday.
"He may get some yardage," _
Rogerson said, "but the important
thing is to make him earn it."
The Maine defense should be in
good form to stop the Northeastern
attack. With defensive tackles Ted
Venchanos, and Dan McClung back
from ankle injuries, the defense,
coming off its best game, is in its best

shape since preseason.
The injuries have all shifted to the
offense. Rogerson said Nick Dipaolo
(ankle injury) will not play Saturday
and Lorenzo Bouier (broken leg) is still
doubtful. His cast has been removed,
but he is unable to run full speed.
Sophomore Mike Garcia will get his
first varsity start at right halfback and
Paul Phelan will move to left halfback.
Normally a fullback, Gary Hufnagle
may also see action at left halfback as
Rogerson tries to fill in the gaps and
smooth out the kinks in his injuryriddled backfield. -

/
1 21Price
$175.00
Mustb!.purchased
by Nov.1

Volleyball marathon
to benefit men's club
by Don Lewis
Staff Writer
Have you ever felt like
watching a lot of tall :guys-bit a
ball back and forth over a net for
10 non-stop hours? Well, here's
your chance.
The volleyball club will be
holding a volleyball marathon on
Sunday, Halloween Day, from
7:30 AM to 5:30 PM in the pit at
Memorial Gym. But it's really
much more exciting than

described above.
The- team must raise $600 in
order to purchase uniforms. if
yob would care to donate any
funds towards the team, drop by
the marathon and pledge
whatever you feel you can. But
don't feel you have to in order to
come and watch. The entire
community is invited to witness
the clubs exciting form of power
volleyball. It should be a fun way
to spend part of your Sunday.

Athletic Business Office
8-5

TEAR OUT AND POST ON YOUR BULLETIN BOARD

Franklin St.

I

NOVEMBER
411. .11111.

Downtown Bangor
942-7492

afillirrrilLE

Where good times are.
Benjamin's 10K Race Sunday Oct. 31,
12:00 noon

Entertainment Schedule
4111.

•

Happy Hour Everyday

4:00-8:00

•

1 Scott Folsom Band

Nightly Dinner Special
10% Discount UMO Student Students
Sunday -Thursday

2-3-4 Brother Jump
5-6 King B's
7-8 Bright Band

Sun. Mon. Tues. .60' Michelob Draft

9-10-11 Paula Vick & The Jaguars

.95 Heinekin Draft Every Night

12-13 Randy Hawkes&The Overtones

Bands Every Night

• 14-15 Andrea Re & Clouds
16 Phil Reynolds Revue

1" cover Sat.- Thursdays

17-18 Glyder

2°° cover

19-20 Rollins Tyoe Band

Fridays only

21-22 One Last Swing,

Come to a Halloween party

23-24 Lindsay/Abbott Band

Prizes for best costumes.

25-26-27 Dr. Hicklick's Cucumber Band
28-29-30 Peter Gallway & The Real Band

Happy Hour till 8:00
60€ drafts all night Oct. 3/

1.
*10"2.
$7500
3.$5000

Contestantsjudged on originality.

4. Dinner for two(525°°)
5. Lunch for two (s125°)
...fROM pcoplt ir lovt WiTh ThE RESTAURANT bUSINESS.
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A CONFERENCE ON
NUCLEAR WAR
a
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EFFECTSDFINGERS
PREVENTION?
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 9:00 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
University of Maine at Orono
DANIEL *
BERRIGAN

MARSHA
LIEPMAN

•

MARCUS
RASKIN

PANEL DISCUSSION -- WORKSHOPS
English/ Math Building,UMO
SPONSORED 5Y: UNiVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
PHYSICIANS FOR SOC.AL RUPONSIBILIrY
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FORT KENT
HUSSON COLLEGE
UNITED CAMPUSES TO PREVENT
NUCLEAR WAR

*
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Brennan will depend on his
record to sway voters
Incumbent Gov. Joseph E. Brennan will put
his record of achievement on the line next
Tuesday as voters go to the polls to vote on the
next governor of Maine.
Brennan, who has already received the
endorsement of the Portland Press Herald, the
Maine Sunday Telegram, and the Kennebec
Journal continues to stand by his belief that a
favorable business climate has been created in
Maine since his election to office in 1978.
Brennan cites recently passed bond issues
that have led to the construction of potato
packing facilities, cargo ports, fish piers, and
the Bath Iron Works expansion in Portland as
positive signs that the economy in Maine is
indeed solid.
•

David Chamberlain, a junior political science
and economics major feels Brennan's policies
have meant a better Maine economy. "I think
Gov. Brennan will easily win re-election
because of his overwhelming popularity in the
state."
ChamberlaIC a member of the University
Democrats, said that right now unemployment
in Maine is around 7.2 percent whereas the
national average is 10.1 percent. "Any
governor who can help us attain an
unemployment rate that low during a time of an
economic recession is very effective," said
Chamberlain.
Brennan has used the Wall Street Journal to
contend that Maine has turned its economy
around. In it, the journal says that Maine has
slightly improved its credit rating which is of
(See 'Brennan' page 20)

by Michele Guilmette
Staff Writer
Republican gubernatorial
candidate Charles L. Cragin's
campaugn theme has focused a
great deal on the tax indexing
proposal, but with the promotion
of his "Maine Plan," the
candidate has so far not run a
single-issue campaign.
In 1980 Cragin undertook
oject Index, a referendum
drive aimed at indexing the state
income tax.
His success in
forcing the referendum on the
indexing proposal he developed
has been an important issue in his
campaign.

Gov. Joseph Brennan

Tax indexing would adjust
Maine's personal income tax for
inflation by keeping people from
paying more taxes after receiving
cost-of-living wage increases.
Offering some protection against
inflation, it would allow tax
payers to deduct more from
taxable income in years when the
Consumer
Price
Index--a
measurement of consumer prices
compiled by the government-rises.
Cragin says Maine people have
been unfairly taxed by inflation.
"It comes down to one thing.
If state government needs more
money—more real buying power,
it ought to be voting for it, pure

and simple," he said.
The proposal has been widely
criticized due to its retroactivity
applied to the 1981-82 tax year,
which would require the state
government to rebate about $20
million of the income taxes
collected last year.
Among the opponenets is Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan. He says the
proposal goes too far because the
state does not have enough
money to pay the bill. He call the
indexing plan "dangerous"
because he says the state would
have to cut social services to pay
for the program.
(see 'Cries' page 11)
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Mitchell and Emery:
differences very clear
Unit
by Bruce Clavette
Staff Writer
When voters go to the polls on
election day to choose between
Republican David Emery and
Democrat George Mitchell to
serve in the United States
Senate, the options will be very
clear.
Rarely have two men seeking
the same office 'had. such
contrasting solutions to the
same problems; although ther is
some agreement and common
ground between the two men.

ELECT

NANCY
WHITMAN
DEMOCRATIC
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
_

DISTRICT 77.
for the
University of Maine
and Orono

Both are opposed to the
shutdown of Maine Yankee.
Both are opposed- to abortion,
although Mitchell is against a
proposed constitutional amendment co-sponsored by Emery to
ban abortion.
Both men are qualified for the
job. Emery is a four term
member of the U.S. House of
Representatives serving since
1974. Mitchell is the incumbent
as well as A former Federal
judge.
But the difference between
the two men far outstrip what
they have in common.
Emery is strongly proReaganomics and blames the
high unemployment rate on

Democrat's and the previous
administration.
Mitchell supported much of
Reaganomics last year but now
has a plan of his own to improve
the economy. He wants a freeze
on all domestic spending except
social security, a slower rate of
increase in defense spending, a
delay of the last 10 percent of
Reagan's 25 percent tax cut and
to get the Federal Reserve
Board to lower interest rates.
Emery is in favor of tax
indexing because he says it will
protect Americans against being
pushed into a higher tax bracket
Mitchell has
by inflation.
blasted the plan claiming it will
lead to a $250 billion deficit.
Mitchell is in favor' of a
nuclear weapons freeze but
Emery voted against it saying
the freeze would leave the U.S.
in a position of inferiority in
some weapon areas.
Emery voted in favor of the
balanced budget amendment
because he says Congress needs
a binding system which will
force it to address tough fiscal
issues. Mitchell opposed it and
said its purpose is to divert
American's attention away from
the current huge deficit.
Mitchell
voted
against
Reagan's $99 billion tax pack-

Star
Fridi
The 1
Wii
Mitchell,
George
Democrat
candidate for U.S. Senate.
„

age, saying the weight of the increase is
borne by the middle class and not
enough by the wealthy. Emery said it
eliminated tax loopholes and voted for
it.
Mitchell would like to cut about $40
billion over the next three years out of
the defense budget and direct it toward
domestic programs. Emery backs the
defense budget and says spending less
on defense would be bad for the
nation's security.
Emery has also attacked Mitchell for
voting to let businessmen keep voting
to let businessmen keep the three
martini lunch tax deduction which
allows businessmen to deduct
restaurant meals as business costs.

Sky 11
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Vote for
Joe Cyr
State Representative
District 79 Old Town
'Some of the issuesthat are important to all of us are:
education, taxation, economic development, natural and human
resources and crime and justice. In order to change or improve any of the issues,
we must all work together.
Joe Cyr

Joe Cyr will represent the people of District 79
with the dedication and integrity
he has demonstrated
in his numerous business accomplishments.
Paid for by The Joe Cyr for State Rep. Committee, Geo. Thomas,'Treasurer, 40 Leonard Lane, Old Town 04468.
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Thanks
it'strXing

Cragin

measure by saying he'll be able to
fund the.program, using a combinat-

(continued from page 9)

ion of surplus state funds, and by
cutting government expenditures.

"A combination of reduced services
and higher taxes could well be the
result of this ill-conceived plan,"
Brennan told Blaine House Conference on Agin#,vo weeks ago.
Cragin defends the retroactivity

United Way

Star-Studded Double Header!
Friday Night
The Planetarium,
Wingate Hall
" Sky Tonight 7:00
Skylights.
The atmosphere and beyond 8:00

*1:00Student *2:00 General
Reservations recommended

Cragin has recently established a
"Task Force on Rural Crime"--naming two police chiefs to the group to
develop proposals for improving rates
of arrest in rural communitites.

"I believe there continues to be
waste in state governmnet that can be
cut out. I - think Gov. Brennan has
indicated thet he can find that waste
when he needs to make the savings,"
he said.

He has also proposed a mandatory
criminal restitution program, requiring the courts to assess the degree of
harn‘ to a crime victim and award
monetary damages.

Along with his tax indexing proposal, the republican gubernatorial
candidate began offering programs
months ago. He has developed and
promoted his "Maine Plan" as a
blueprint for economic development
and.reform.
The compilation of proposals,
says will create 40,000 new jobs in the
- private sector for 'Maine workers this
in four years.
Brennan has said that Cragin is
doing a disservice to the Maine -business community when he states tfii —
business climate is in a bad state.
Cragin says, "We have to deal with
reality and the facts are that Maine is
falling behind."
Improving the state's ,"business
climate" is the cornerstone to his plan.
He proposes to reform the workers
compensation program, to implement
the recommendations of the Blaine
House Conference on Small Business
and to "aggressively market Maine
assets."
He says one of Mainels assets is
tourism.
"We have a marvelous opportunity
in Maine to create many jobs for
Maine people within the tourist

call 581-7739

industry, but it requires us as a state
to talk about those, resources and to
aggressively market them,— he said.

In addition, Cragin says, the
vocational technical institutes in
Maine should have a better "governance structure" by establishing a
private foundation to raise voluntary
finacial support for the institutes.
"Every single child in this state who
has the ability should be afforded the
opportunity to attend one of our
technical institutes and unfortunately
today, they can't keep up with the
demand -he said.
Cragin, gaving never held an
elected political office and in battling
an incumbent, has directed his
criticisms toward the administration
throughout his campaign trail.
He. has worked mostly behind the
scenes in politics. He chaired, a
number of Republican Town Committees and has worked on several Maine
and national campaigns, including the
1978 Senate campaign of William
Cohen and the presidental campaigns
of Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan.
At 29, the former Portland newsbroadcaster born in Cornish and
raised in Portland. noe lives in
Falmouth. Like Brennan, Cragin graduated from the University of Maine

(TEE STABLE INN

*VOTE NOVEMBER 2

"The Inn for all reasons"

For Reservations Call

(207) 989-3200
SHOW RING
THE STABLE INN
IRON KETTLE TAVERN

Ed David
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concerned about Maine

EVERYBODY'S SANDWICH
mwvlavvisHoppE,
ivviavvg

Voters of District 78:
I ask-for your vote on November 2nd.

Hain St.Orono

I offer this district considerable experience in
government and the private sector; and a record of
public service.
The complex issues that come before our
legislature require depth of experience, mature
judgment, and an attitude of fiscal responsibility.
As your representative, I feel I can bring these
qualifications to the job.
I pledge my time, effort and experience toward
working for you in Augusta.

Ed David for StateRepresentcrttve
District 78: Holden, Clifton, Eddingtbn, Ward 2 Orono
Revd tot by Comm to Elect Ed David RI 2, Box 1400. Hoodoo. ME 04429, S.;san Polloy.

448 WILSON STET
BREWER, MAINE 04412
U.S.A.

featuring
Magic
Fri.and Sat.
Oct. 29th
30th

868-2400
4,4

(Ole'°agot•toler°Hours: 4V2ted,:j-tt
kt-ita
10:30 Mon-Sat 'e4.
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Lg. Steak & Cheese $2.00 Lg. Roast Beef $2.00
Lg. Chef Salad $1.50
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Dunleavy criticizes Snowe's voting recorrd
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
Rep. Olympia Snowe's voting record is Democratic challenger James
Dunleavy's major target in the race for
Maine's 2nd District seat in Congress.
Dunleavy says Snowe is an "arch
conservative by New England standards,” whose votes have hurt the
elderly, the poor and the working
man.
"The biggest fault I have with her is
her support for Reaganomics,"" Dunleavy said. "We are not an energy
self-sufficient part of the country and
we are on the receiving end of federal
programs. When they cut programs
the great impact on the majority of
people here is a negative one."
Snowe is quick to defend her record
in two terms of Congress. She is
described as "a moderate Republican" by the Congressional Quarterly's
Politics in America. She was also part
of the moderate Gypsy Moth faction
which threatened to break with the
Reagan administration over budget
cuts more than a year ago.
"My job isn't to represent the
special interest groups who have paid
national lobbyists," Snowe said. "I
doji't guide myself by national rating,
I guide myself by the people back
home."
A Congressional Quarterly analysis
shows Snowe as supporting President
Reagan 67 percent of the times in 1981
one percentage point below average
for House Republicans. She voted for
draft registration, cuts in OHSA funds
and limits on political action committee contributions.

Snowe:
'Myjob isn't to
represent the special
_interest groups who
have paid national
lobbkists'

But Snowe says that lithe Congressional Quarterly did an analysis for
1982, her support for Reagan would
drop to 38 percent.
She has opposed the President on
defense spending, cuts in Social
Security and low income fuel assistance, sanctions against companies
providing assistance equipment for
the Soviet natural gas line and the sale
of AWAC's planes to Saudi Arabia.
Dunleavy served in the Maine

Legislature from 1972-74 where he
sponsored bills such as a cap on credit
card interest rates, repeal of the poll
tax and improvements in worker's
compensation benefits.
Dunleavy hasn't held a state office
in eight years since he was defeated in
a bid for the state senate.
The 42-year-old Presque Isle attorney
has been serving as judge of probate
in Aroostook County since 1976.
The Maine AFL- CIO's committee

on Political Education and the International Association of Machinists
have endorsed him.
Snowe and Dunleavy seldom agree
on anything, but they do agree that
the United States and Russia should
agree to a nuclear arms freeze.
Dunleavy feels one of his main
priorities in Congress would be
defense spending, but the U.S. shold,
if possible, be involved in a disarmament program with the Russians.
On the topic of abortion, Snowe
favors leaving the choice to the
individual while Dunleavy is against
it, except in cases of rape or other rare
exceptions.
Dunleavy noted a rating by the
National Coucil of Senior Ctitzens
saying Snowe voted "right" on only
one out of six votes on the 1983 budgetas proof she doesn't support senior_
citizens.
Snow points to her support of low
income fuel assistance, the Senior
Community Service Employment Program and her opposition to Social
ecurity ctits to refute Dunleavy.
Dunleavy says Snowe has an' aweful anti-worker philosophy."
The
AFL CIO Committee for Political
Education gave her a 44.3 percent
rating on worker related issues.
Snowe does not back away from
supporting the President when she
thinks it is necessary. She says people
in the 2nd District respect the
economic problem with which the
country is faced.
"We have made strides and inroads
on inflation and interest rates have
started coming down," Snowe said.

Act Wou
by Matt Smith
staff writer
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"Politics is your business...
and our responsibility..."

My friends at UMO,
p.

I am running for the state senate and I need your support. As you know I care
deeply for the University and people at this campus. I am a graduate ofthis University
and have been on the faculty for 17 years. During this time I have done everything I
could to improve the quality of education for students,the relationship between faculty
and students,and the working situation fon University employees.
As a state senator I will always maintain open communications with University
personnel and I will consider it an honor to represent the university and student issues
to the Maine legislature and the govenor. Ofcourse,Ifavor increased state funds for
education,improvement in the quality ofcurricula,and a searching for an educational
program consistent with individual needs in the future.
_

On November 2nd,you have the power with your votes to elect me to represent
You. LET'S WIN IT BIG!
Sincerely
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Act Would curdle Milk Commission's power
NO 17

YES

by Matt Smith
staff writer
Maine Milk Commission supporters
claim jobs will be lost and eventual
price wars will force small producers
out of business if an act to repeal the
control of milk prices becomes law.
The milk price control act is one of
several referendum questions on the
November 2 election ballot.
Linda Bright, a Maine Milk
Commission member, estimated 527
Maine jobs and $17 million in payrolls
would be lost if the milk price control
act becomes law.
The referendum question will
ask:Shall "An act to repeal the control
of milk prices at the wholesale and

retail levels," become law?
If enacted, the milk price control act
will remove the Milk Commission's
power to set the minimum price thnt
consumers pay for milk. It will also
abolish the Commission's power to set
the minimum price that stores must
pay the dairy for milk.
The Milk Commission will also have
to focus its information gathering
powers more specifically upon rnifk
producers.
As a result of the more limited
price—setting role, the fees paid to
fund the Milk Commission will be
reduced, according to a publication
issued by the League of Women
Voters.

L &A NI
12 Oz Bud Beer

Cans& Bottles

$2.70a rack tax isk deP
Mr.11,11•1

Pepsi
Good for one
free for game at
Diet Pepsi
Underground
Orange Crush
Games
Hh-es Root Beer
Mill
Orono
2Liter Bottles Limit oneSt,
per customer
$1.05 tax &depj Expires 11/7/82..A

Shall "AN ACT to Repeal the Control of Milk Prices
at the Wholesale and Retail Levels," become law?
Supporters of the act to repeal milk
price controls say that 20 years after
similar controls were repealed in New
Hampshire, the price of milk has
remained substantially lower than milk
prices in Maine.
But James B. Longley Jr., leader of
Save Maine Farms, noted at a State

House news conference last Friday that
milk prices in New Hampshire are only
cheaper near the Maine border. He
also said the end of controlled prices
for milk would result in a temporary
price war that would devastate Maine
dairies, allowing large out of state
corporations to come in and take over.

ORIGINAC
THINKING
In the age of information technolOgy, a company
—whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose
products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic communication — is making onginal thinking a reality
for their new graduates.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
November 18th

.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineenng, Electronic
Technology Majors
Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

II HA.FIFus
An Equal Opporturuty Employer, M /F/ I-4/ V

SHOW US YOUR
STUDENT ID CARD.
Show us your UNIO
'Student ID Card and get
10% off your meals
at Wendy's.

Just show your UMO Student ID Card,
between now andJune 30,1983,when
you order an entree or a complete
meal at Wendy'sand you'll get 10%
off your total tab.Offer is good only
at Wendy's 1049 Union Street and at
the Bangor Mall in Bangor. Not valid
:with any other offer or KIDS' FUN PAK.
Please present UMO Student ID Card when
ordering. One 10% discount per customer.
Offer Expires: June 30, 1983.

1049 Union Street
Bangor Mall Blvd.
Bangor

WEPrig'S
OLD MUCH7014ED
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Nuclear referendum:Safety vs.economics
by Connie McKenzie
Staff Writer

Voter

YES NO

On, Nov. 2 the question of shutting
down the Maine Yankee nuclear plant
will appear before Maine voters for a
second time. A similar referendum
was defeated in 1980.
The Maine Nuclear Referendum
Committee (MNRC) has concentrated
on an embrittled reactor vessel and
the health risks of radiation as the
main reasons for closing the plant.
The Maine Yankee Atomic Power
plant is one of eight plants in the
United States which the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission considers especially vulnerable to embrittlement.
Embrittlement, also known as pressurized thermal shock, is caused by
bombardment of neutron 'radiation
against the steel walls of the reactor
vessel.
-The-MNRC said if there is a_need for
an emergency cool-down, flooding of
the vessel with cold water could cause
it to crack. The cracks would allow the
reactor cooling water to escape.
leading to a core meltdown.
Maine Yankee officials maintain the
plant will be safe enough to operate
for at least 10-12 more years before it
is dangerously brittle. When the plant
was constructed, the problem of
embrittlement was known, but it
occurred more quickly than anticipated. Operators are taking steps to
slow down the advancement of
embrittlement.
Radiation and health risks have
been the main battleground between
pro and anti-nuclear forces.
"The debate over radioactivity
results from a difference of opinion

Shall "AN ACT to End the Use of Nuclear Power for
Producing Electricity in Five Years," become law?

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Plant, located on Montsweag Bay
in Wiscasset.
among scientists," writes John provided by state officials. The report
Newell, Maine Yankee opponent and concluded that although there were
former president of Bath Iron Works. increases in leukemia in a 10-20 mile
"All agree that ionizing radiation can ring around the plant, they were not
damage living cells and destroy their caused by Maine Yankee.
The MNRC ads cite different
genetic integrity. The only disagreeconclusions
from the same statistics,
ment seems to be whether there is a
by Dr. Irwin Bross, chief biostatisti'safe' level of radioactivity or not, and
cian at Roswell Park Memorial Reif there's a 'safe' level, what that
search Institute in New York. Bross
is.'
concluded there was a 53 percent
The MNRC said ttiere is no safe
increase
in leukemia in areas around
level of radiation
Earlier this year the Center for the plant that may have been caused
Disease Control in Atlanta released a. by Maine Yankee.
A publication from the Nuclear
report based on leukemia statistics

Information Committee of the Electric
Council of New England gave statistics on the amounts of radiation people
are exposed to from various sources.
From an approximate total of 152
millirems of radiation received a year,
110 millirems come from natural
sources, such as cosmic rays, the
ground. the air, buildings and food.
Man-made radiation, from sources
such as medical exposure. fallout,
color television, coast-to-coast jet
flight and a nuclear power plant, totals
about 42 millirems a year.
The
statistics state a nuclear power plant
accounts for approximately 0.01 millirems to environment each year.
Another point of contention is how—
electric bills would be affected by the—
closing of Mranite._
The Energy Systems Research
Group CESRG1 conducted an in-depth
analysis on the cost of electricity if
Maine Yankee were closed permanently in November 1987. The study
concluded that with a series of state
actions to encourage conservation, the
plant could be shut down and electric
bills would increase an average of less
than two percent a year over their
previous level.
The Office of Energy Resources,
however, has calculated that if Maine
Yankee were shut down, additional
replacement power costs for Maine
consumers would increase rates from
15.4 to 27.3 percent, depending on the
replacement mix. This would include
electricity from oil, hydro. out-of-state
nuclear power and Canadian purchases.

by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer
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CARIBOU',
CLINTON,
WESTBROOK
Bangor
(207)942-4838

We proudly offer this outstanding three or four bedroom custom home
located in one of Old Town's finest areas. This home offers charm as well as
practicality. Some of the many special features are an outstanding kitchen
including built in range and dishwasher, spacious carpeted living room with
fireplace, beautiful hardwood floors in most rooms, 1 /
1 2 baths, attached 2
car garage. Oversized lot on dead-end street. $83,000.00.
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Voters decide on constitutionalamendments
by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer

Two proposed constitutional
amendments will be on the
Maine ballot Nov. 2. Mainers
will have a chance to vote on the
proposed amendments to limit
the time in which bonds are
authorized and to use studentloan reserves to back loans to
students' parents.
The first amendment, if passed, would put the money from
authorized bonds into the
state's general fund. When a bond is issued, but
not used within five years, the
_ money stays -tied --up--in--theproject indefinitely.
The amendment would limit
the time on authorized bonds to
five years. After five years, the
bond could be extended for fiv,
more years by the M,ifie
legislature.

Carasiosoltairs

"Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended to limit the life of bonds
authorized but not issued? Explanation: If no bonds have been issued within
5 years of the date of voter ratification, then no bonds can be issued after that
date without specific legislative action.

"Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended to authorize the credit of the
State to be loaned to secure funds for loans to parents of Maine students
attending institutions of higher education?" Explanation: This measure
would not require new bonding. Responding to changes in Federal laws, this amendment would simply make current reserves for guaranteed student loans
also availabIg to parents.

•7
If passed the legislature
wottld_be authorized, after five
years/to put any unused bonds
into he general fund.
Angela Aloupis, state representative from Bangor, said if a
bond issued is not used within
five years, the money should be
put back into the general fund.
This will free the money and
allow other projects to materialize.

If the bond is not expended
by five years, there is no reason
VI tie up the-money,' stte-sakt-The second proposed amehd-ment will line the state and
federal constitution to authorize
teserves to back loans to parents
of dependent college students.
In January of '81, Congress
passed the Maine Plus ProgThe program allows
ram.

parents to borrowat 12 percent,
with payments starting 60 days
after the loan.
Calvin Boston, Maine State
coordinator for the Guaranteed
Students Loans, said, if passed,
the amendment puts both programs (Guaranteed Student
Loans and Maine Plus Program)
under the same system.
The Guaranteed Student
- Loans Program must keep reserves on band to compensate for
loan defaults. But with the plus
program the reserves are now
used for parent and student
loans.
With the plus program, the
GSL program can use the
reserves.
Without the plus
program the reserves would
have to stay intact to make room
for loan defaults, boston said.
"If passed, the amendment
will allow us to use the
reserves," he said.
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Democrats optimisticaboutDistrict26
by Maureen Harrington
Staff Writer

But Kenneth Hayes, professor of
political science, is in the running.

The Bangor Daily News perceived
him to be the underdog in the race for
the State Senate seat because a
Democrat has never won in District 26.

Jim McGowan, a member of the
Democratic headquarters in Orono,
said the race against Republican
candidate Robert Treadwell will be
close. He said Hayes has a good
chance of carrying votes in Orono and

A REAL GEM •

_

Your inspection of this attractive 4-bedroom home on Main Street in
Orono
will verify the fact that not all "gems" are precious stones. The new
kitchen
with all the appliances will catch the housewife's eye and the ability
to heat
with coal or wood will thrill the heart of the husband. Conven
ience to
Orono schools will excite the children. A pleasant setting on a corner
lot
with a realistic price to make it affordable. $452,500.
Eves/whads: Paula Page 827-5479, Beverly Antonitis
866-2576, Helen
Burrell 827-3433, Rose Freed' 1-943-2688, John
deGaribody 827-3619,
Louis Soule 866-4060.

BRADFORD
Orono 866-5571

Iit

toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
REALTOR
out of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664

Veazie because he lives in Veazie and
has close associations with Orono. He
said Hayes has campaigned hard in
other areas in the district and is
optimistic he will win the Senates seat.
District 26 includes Bradley, Brewer,
Eddington, Holden, Milford, Orono,
Veazie and Bangor.
Both candidates say the race will
hinge on Brewer and Orono, with
Hayes needing to hold his opponent's
victory margin to 300-600 votes in
Brewer and Treadwell having to cut
into the student constituency in
Orono.
Hayes is campaigning on issues that
concern improving the quality of life
for Maine people, specifically environmental and educational programs in
the state.
Hayes sad. he is opposed to
developing-hid-ifs-tries that will threaten the state's environment, but and
that he favors keeping Maine Yankee
open until its license expires.
Hayes also said acid rain is a serious
problem that requires immediate
attention. He said legal actions should
be taken against industries causing
acid rain and that a program to
neutralize acid in the water should be
introduced.
Education is another area of development that is important to the
Democratic candidate.
"We need to train people to live in
the 21st century.
We're training
people for 10 years ago rather than 20
years in the future. It is time to
recognize the technological revolution," Hayes said.
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Prof. Kenneth Hayes, Democrat
candidate for Maine State Senate.
Handing out sweepstakes tickets for
a TRS80 color computer console to
those who vote for Hayes may be
considered a gimmick to some people,
but Hayes said it is both a valuable
promotional device and a product that
supports his stand on educational
modernization.
Treadwell, a Republican from
Veazie, is the state representative
from Maine House District 74 and has
served one term on the legislature
working on the Legal Affairs Committee. He is also the assistant pastor at
the Bangor Baptist Church.
Treadwell calls for less state regulation in the business sector, specifically
in workman's compensation which he
said is "keeping business out of the
state."
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* EXPERIENCE:
*LEADERSHIP:

TH

ORONO
DISTRICT 771

1982 U.M.O.Graduate B.A.Politica
l Science/ History
3ter m Student Senator
Administrative Assistant of Student Govern
ment

service on many committees and sub
committees of Student Governmen
t
2term chairman of IT:101.0.'s
Legislative Lisson Committee
*COMMITTMENT: increased fundin
g for U.M.O.
creation ofjobs ht Maine to help stem the flight
of young talent from the state
preserving the quality of life in Maine by protecting
the environment.
My student Government experience has allowe
d me to come into contact
with many different members of the univers
ity community. This experience
will be of great importance to me as your
representative to the 111th
legislature.lAs chairman of the legislative
liason committee, 1 traveled to
Augusta on numerous occasions to lobby
on your behalf. During that time.
1 was able to make manyfriends in both
parties who will be valuable yo me
as a legislator.]
With your support on Tuesday, 1 can
continue my committment to
serving the people of Orono, U.M.O., and the
state of Maine.
Sincerely,

SponsRemen
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Paid for and authorized by tie University
of Maine College
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VOTE ° TUESDAY

Exercise
your legal rights.

U.S.Senate

Dave Emery

Don't forget to vote
Tuesday, Nov. 2
at Lengyel Gym
and at the Newman Center.
ta•I•••(”1 (
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Governor

Charlie Cragin
U.S.Congress

Olympia Snowe
State Senate

••.(•••

The/Maine Campus
dance, whichtlad
been scheduled for
Saturday, has been
cancelled.

1
.!

State Legislature

1

John Bott
Glenn Wilson
County Treasurer

Ed Reynolds
SHERIFF

(write-in)

1

tt ,

Bob Treadwell

1

Julio DeSanctis
District Attorney

Dorothy DeBeck
Reg. of Deeds

Sunday-oldies night
81" Drinks until 10:00
Monday New Wave
75° Beer All Night

Paid for by the UMO College Republicans.

David Nunia),, Treasura

COME MEET
THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES

Governor Joe Brennan
Ken Hayes- Candidate for State Senate
Nancy Whitman-Candidate for State Representative

FRIDAY OCT.-29,6:30,120 Little Hall
Sponsored and organized by the University Democrats

Remember to vote

,

Tues., Nov. 2 in Memorial. Gym!
Authorized and paid for by Citizens For Govenor Brennan, John Beliveau Treasurer
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Emery's hard line helps close thegap
,',canna Brooks
Staff Writer

Bott

He voted to end the "three martini
lunch" and "safe harbor leasing,"
which were tax breaks for rich people
and corporations.
Emery supports the proposed
constitutional amendment to balance
the budget, whereas Mitchell voted
against it last summer.
He voted for the S98 billion tax
increase of last August, saying that the
bill contains important tax reforms.
Mitchell voted against it: Emery gave his support for indexing
federal income tax, thus making sure
that workers are not forced into higher
tax brackets by rising inflation.
Mitchell was against this.
"The U.S.- ono
in my view,
can afford to
nd whatever is
required to ensure a credible national
defense," Emery wrote in response to a
su-rvey conducted by Maine Physicians
for Soda] Responsibility, a group
formed to arouse public interest in
medical consequences caused by
nuclear war.
Emery voted against the nuclear
freeze resolution when it came up for
vote on Aug. 5 in the U.S. House of
Representatives. Emery is for arms
reductions, but want the U.S. to
continue building its weapon systems
so that there will be equality among the
stronger countries.
In an article appearing in the Oct. 18
issue of the Bangor Daily News, Emery
said, "I feel very strongly about the
position I took, even though it's
controversial. I believe the only way we
can actually reduce the number of
nuclear weapons is to negotiate point
by point, weapon by weapon, system
by system and guarantee there are
adequate methods to insure the ceilings
are enforced."

Representative David Emery, who is
opposing George Mitchell for a U.S.
Senate position, said he's
"not
uncomfortable at all being identified as
a Reagan candidate."
Emery went on to say, in an article
appearing in the Oct. 9-10 Bangor
Daily News, that sometimes he agrees
with the president and sometimes he
disagrees.
The Portland Press Herald reported
in its Sept. 22 issue, that a fund raiser
was held in Washington which
President Reagan attended. At the
fund raiser, Reagan voiced his support
for Emery.
"Dave Emery's in a tight race, but
Dave Emery's a winner. He's a man
who is right for Maine," Reagan
said.
Emery and Mitchell are quite
opposite in Their stands on current
issues, and each day the' Senate race
gets closer and closer.
According to a poll of 1,500 people
conducted by Command Research,
Inc. of Brunswick, Mitchell leads
Emery 45.23 percent to 44.27 percent,
with 10.5 percent of those interviewed
remaining undecided.
The poll showed that Emery has
been gaining on Mitchell because a poll
conducted in August by the same
company had Mitchell leading by 13
percentage points .
IN an article appearing in the Oct. 13
Bangor Daily News, Emery listed his
stands on a variety of issues.
Emery said he supported Reagan's
tax and budget programs, where as Sen.
Mitchell was unsure.

by Ed Manzi and Deb Dayi
Staff Writers

Republican John Bott
Nancy Whitman must carr
of the campus community
District 77 seat for the IS
Legislature.
District 77 is made
university campus and t
part of Orono.
The
represents about 80 per
voters in the district.
Bott and Whitman are
graduates.
Both are
increase budget appropria
university.

Whitman, who majored
phy, says her philoso
idealistic approach to he
has some disadvantages 1
has difficulty making sr
paign proposals.

She emphasized that ti
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Bott vs Whitman in campus district
by Ed Manzi and Deb Davenport
Staff Writers

"I can't promise jobs if elected but I
can take measures to minimize their
chances." he said.

Republican John Bott or Democrat
Nancy Whitman must carry a majority
of the campus community to win the
District 77 seat- for the Maine State
Legislature.

"I've had a close
Whitman said she plans to eliminate
overlap in state agencies to provide
more support for social services
without increasing taxes. ,

District 77 is made up of the
university campus and the northern
part of Orono.
The university
represents about 80 percent of the
voters in the district.

She said her campaign budget of
$1800 for the primary and the election
shows she is "fiscally responsible."

Bott and Whitman are recent UMO
graduates.
Both are pledging to
increase budget appropriations for the
university.

The democratic party office in
Augusta suggested she would spend
between $2,000 to $3,000, and Whitman said national news coverage of
this election year reports it to be one of
the most expensive ever.

Whitman. who majored_ in philosophy, says her philosophical and
idealistic— approach- to -her campaign
has some disadvantages because she
has difficulty making specific campaign proposals.
She emphasized that the town, the
university and that state are interdependent and interrelated and said the
university should receive increased
funding because "it's one of Maine's
best resources in terms of people,
work and development."

Bolt said- he would propose a
comprehensive highway plan to repair
roads in the state highway system.
The state would sell bonds to raise
enough money to repair large distances of pavement instead of doing
the
work
in
patches, he said. He said a toll and
state gas tax would reimburse shareholders.
Whitman said she supports a
nuclear freeze and closing Maine
Yankee because "we don't have the
choice to be insular anymore."

She said she blames Reagan's
cutbacks for students' and the university's economic hardships.
"I do not believe in education only
for the wealthy," she said.
She said a big military budget in
Washington has placed increased
burdens on the states.
"It's frightening," she said. "that
the poor, the disabled, the elderly and
the students seem to be expendable in
Washington. I don't believe they're
expendable in Maine.
Bott, a 1982 graduate of political
science and history, said his primary
interest would 'be the university
community while also meeting the
needs of Orono residents.
Bott said he would, "help to pass
laws (in the legislature) to get more
jobs for Mainers." He said about 40
percent of University of Maine graduates leave the state in search of
employment.

Bott:

She said it is important to develcip
alternative energy.
"Quebec power is going to be
expensive, and if Maine Yankee isn't
shut down it has to be closed for
repairs withing five years," she said.

affiliation with the
university and Orono
If elected,
I'm not going to
forget the people."
John Bott, Republican candidate foil
Maine State Senate.
Bott, said he considers environmen— Bott said he doestabelieve Orono
tal protection a major issue. He said voters will reject him because he isn't
he disagrees with the environmental a native of Maine. "I know the people
policies of Secretary of the Interior, and I think they understand me," he
said. "When I campaign, I tell the
James Watt.
people I'm not merely a young kid who
"I consider Watt a disgrace to my has just graduated from college. I tell
party and my country," he said.
them I want to listen to their problems
and help them out."
Bott said he would safeguard state
laws that protect the environment or
Whitman, who set up the voter
propose new laws to ensure r.rotecregistration table in the union last
lion.
week, and helped register about 1000
voters, said it is improtant for voters to
"Teddy Roosevelt would roil over in
consider the issues and vote.
his grave if he saw the condition of our
national parks," he. said.
"Apathy is one of the most
_"I've had a close affiliation with the dangerOus things in the university and
'
--7university and Orono residents. If the nation," she said.
elected, I'm not going to forget the
people," he said.

Bob Treadwell
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Brennan
(continued from page 9)
note as many states appear to be
losing ground with their credit rating.
A credit rating is the rating which
determines business growth and performance in Maine is a very important
information source to out of state
companies who might more business
in to Maine.

Marne Campus. Friday, October 29, 1982
Brennan counters Republican op"This will give people a chance to
ponent Charlie Cragin's accusation hear him is person at the univers
ity for
about a lack of employment in Maine the first time. Hopefully he will detail
with facts amounting to 20,000 new his administration plans for the
future
jobs during his four year stay in office.. if he is elected," said Chambe
rlain.
Brennan includes newly formed
agricultural jobs in that figure.
Chamberlain noted that those who
Brennan will be appearing with, want to make an intelligent
voting
democratic candidates Ken Hayes and decision can compare Brenna
n's polNancy Whitmen Friday evening in icies with those of Cragin
's when he
Little Hall to explain his view points spoke here at Orono.
and answer questions.
Am.(,•11N111. I_Ie.1
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